
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Learning Story about  Ethan 
What’s happening? Ethan ( 22 months) is independently enjoying a favourite book about animals just 

after he woke from a  nap. 

 
 

Skills:  
Receptive vocabulary growing in regards to 
animal names.   
Self-engages in playful activity indicating that 
books are interesting and engaging for him. 
Focused and self-directed. Attachment to stuffies. 
and knowledge of what books can do (reveal 
same pictures each time the book is opened) 

Language/Early Literacy Learning 
Continuum for 0-2 
Ethan has chosen a familiar book and is 
imitating reading like behaviours such as: 
turning a page,  
attempting to say some of the animal names 
and sounds, 
making joyful connections with recent sightings 
of animals while we were driving by a farm 
along Dumont Road. 
Caring Adults have provided age appropriate 
and motivating books that are just right for 
Ethan 
 
 

Strengths: 
Ethan has learned that a book contains familiar 
images that he can count on finding each time 
he chooses that book.  
 
He often selects this book as a favourite.   
 
Ethan vocalizes and babbles with intonation and 
expression-(just like a reader) 

Parents, Friends, Family, and Ethan use this space to comment or reflect on the learning story. 
Here are some possible sentence starters:  I liked..., this reminds me about the time....  I noticed... I 
wonder... When this picture was taken, I remember he said “.....” I think he would enjoy ... 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cultural Learning for Ethan’s Family/Community 
Ethan has a lot of connections with animals because his grandparents live on acreages and have animals. 



 

What makes this a strength-based photo story? 

Ethan  is very engaged . He is acting just like a reader. He is pointing to each animal while making animal sounds.  

He is showing his stuffie his  book. This photo story shows both what he is able to do and what he is learning to do. 

Why we used this photo 

What’s happening: (This part of the learning story reminds us of when and how the photo was taken. It puts the picture into a 
story.) 

Strengths: We look for strengths that are important to learning. Ethan learns by observing and listening. He is imitating reading 
behaviours that he has been exposed to on a regular basis. A strength-based photo story is a type of holistic, informal assessment. It 
shows something positive about the way a child is engaged in an everyday activity. It makes the child’s strengths visible to others. 
Children’s strengths are most visible when they feel safe and comfortable. This usually happens during play, when they are engaged 
in activities of their own choice.  

Literacy/Language Learning Skills: Assessment for learning focuses on what children are able to do and are learning to do. These 
are described in the skills section of this example. I have the 0-2 Continuum as a reference and am noting what and how Ethan is 
interacting with books as well as noting the evidence that caring adults are thoughtfully providing play-based, joyful opportunities 
for Ethan to engage in. 

Ethan is able to participate in book time.  He knows how a book works. When he takes chooses to interact with this book , he 
remembers that the animals make sounds.  He points to an animal. He appears to engage with the book because it is enjoyable and 
even his stuffie likes the story. 

Ethan is learning to say some animal names and sound that animals make. This is still a challenge for him because he is not yet able 
to produce all the sounds needed for each animal.  However, he is confident that he knows about these animals and they are of 
great interest to him, especially since we visited the cows at the farm. Sometimes we support him by having a one-on-one book time 
the big people follow his lead when he points to an animal.  We name the animal and then enjoy making the animal sounds 
together. 

 

A strength-based photo story is a type of holistic, informal assessment. It shows something positive about the way a child is engaged 
in an everyday activity. It makes the child’s strengths visible to others. Children’s strengths are most visible when they feel safe and 
comfortable. This usually happens during play, when they are engaged in activities of their own choice.  

What to look for 

 
Collecting photos 

 Keep a digital camera handy. Tell children you are taking pictures to show their strengths and gifts. Take lots of photos while 
children are at play indoors and outdoors. Focus on children’s strengths in action rather than on products. Avoid pictures that 
might encourage children to compare with one another. 

 Download the photos and sort them into folders for each child. When you have a few minutes, look through the pictures for 
examples of children’s strengths. Save these photos with a title and the child’s name or initials. Start a photo collection for each 
child. 



 Print copies of the photos that are large enough for others to see clearly. Colour copies are not necessary unless the colour is 
essential to the message.   

 Include the section: Child’s Story as soon as you can so that the young learner can practice describing his strengths and sharing 
his learning story. 

 Don’t hesitate to include pictures where Ethan is in a group situation.  Learning is social and the conversations that the picture 
brings forward reveal a lot about Ethan’s strengths and his learning. 

 Creating a Documentation Panel or a video Display reveals how one activity leads to another.  Talking about the documentation 
pictures provides the adult  with cues as to what would be a motivating and engaging next step in exploring his world. 

Sharing photo stories with children 

 Display pictures with phrases or brief stories next to each photo. Read the stories with the children. 

 Put pictures on an activity table. Have informal conversations with children about their photos. Tell them what you noticed and 
name their strengths. 

 Make a slide show and show it to children several times. Model how to look for strengths by saying “I took this picture because 
I noticed…” Invite children to comment. Encourage them to look for strengths in others. 

 Take photos regularly. Put photo stories into each child’s assessment portfolio.  

Sharing photo stories with families 

 Make a photo gallery with descriptive phrases or brief stories next to each photo.  

 Send photo stories home with strengths named in family-friendly language. 

 Share strength-based photos in family interviews and conferences. 

 Show strength-based slides at a community gathering. Include positive images of each child.  

 Invite families to send strength-based photo stories from home 
 
 
 

  

We celebrate and extend those activities that we shine a light on. 
You are the one who Shines that Light – You are the one who lets Ethan shine. When you pay attention to 
learning you see the  
 
Sone thoughts about Portfolios 

 A Portfolio should capture where the child is NOW 

 Where you see him going next 

 Where the child wants to go next 

 What supports you might give or provide to build on his strengths 

 Why the family or educator chose this activity to shine a light on 

 Opportunities for the child to speak to the learning story –child is part of the story and contributes 
to all aspects of the portfolio-this is an INTERACTIVE process. 

 A collection of learning stories, documentation panels and artifacts are part of a portfolio and they 
describe learning over time. 

 
 


